




Cognitive Biases: 
Why We Think The Way We Think



GROUPTHINK
You let the social dynamics of a group 
situation override the best outcomes.

BACKFIRE EFFECT
When your core beliefs are challenged, it can 
cause you to believe even more strongly.

HALO EFFECT
How much you like someone, influences your 
other judgements of them.

SUNK COST FALLACY
You irrationally cling to things that have already 
cost you something.

CONFIRMATION BIAS
You look for ways to justify 

your existing beliefs.

CURSE OF KNOWLEDGE
Once you understand something you 

presume it to be obvious to everyone.

IN-GROUP BIAS
You unfairly favor those who 

belong to your group.

ANCHORING 
The first thing you judge influences your 

judgement of all that follows. 



Critical Thinking & Problem Solving:
How We Overcome The Way We Think
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Private equity has successfully attracted the best and brightest in body 

America, including top performers from Fortune 500 companies.

Define the base principles to reason more clearly. Question what’s actually fundamental to bring the 
problem (and solution) into sharp relief. What unnecessary assumptions are being made? 

FIRST PRINCIPLES

FIVE WHYS
This technique is often used to get to the root of a problem, but it can also discover insights 
that lead to innovative thinking. Start with a problem or solution, then keep asking ‘why?’ to 
see where it leads you.

SELF- LIMITING BELIEFS vs. NO LIMITS
Removing limitations means removing assumptions, which can result in novel perspectives and 
solutions. Imagine you have unlimited superpowers, budget, time, or technological capability to 
solve the problem. 

10 MINS / 10 IDEAS
Force your internal critic to shut up by generating as many ideas as possible. Quantity over 
quality will help your mind to expand rather than contract. Set a stopwatch for 10 minutes to 
write down 10 ideas. Importantly, they don’t have to be good ideas.

BRAIN WRITING

Everyone writes an idea on piece of paper. Pass your piece of paper clockwise, the next person 
builds on the idea. Repeat until everyone has contributed to each other’s ideas with their own 
suggestions, extensions, iterations or perspectives.  
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